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Abstract

Continual learning (CL) has been developed to learn new tasks sequentially and
perform knowledge transfer from the old tasks to the new ones without forgetting,
which is well known as catastrophic forgetting. While recent structure-based
learning methods show the capability of alleviating the forgetting problem, these
methods require a complex learning process to gradually grow-and-prune of a
full-size network for each task, which is inefficient. To address this problem and
enable efficient network expansion for new tasks, to the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to develop a learnable sparse growth (LSG) method, which explicitly
optimizes the model growth to only select important and necessary channels for
growing. Building on the LSG, we then propose CL-LSG, a novel end-to-end
CL framework to grow the model for each new task dynamically and sparsely.
Different from all previous structure-based CL methods that start from and then
prune (i.e., two-step) a full-size network, our framework starts from a compact
seed network with a much smaller size and grows to the necessary model size (i.e.,
one-step) for each task, which eliminates the need of additional pruning in previous
structure-based growing methods.

1 Introduction
It is well-known that human can learn new tasks without forgetting old ones. However, Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) may forget the old knowledge when it is trained to learn new tasks. Such a
phenomenon is known as catastrophic forgetting. To address this problem and enable to continuously
memorize knowledge as human beings do, continual learning (CL) [5], a.k.a, lifelong learning,
has recently attracted much attention. It aims to build a model that is incrementally updated over
a sequence of tasks, performing knowledge transfer from the old tasks to the new ones without
catastrophic forgetting.

In this work, we focus on the structure-based methods [11, 8, 2, 10, 3, 17, 7, 13], which dynamically
expand the network capacity to reduce the interference between the new tasks and the previously
learned ones. However, such method may incur significant computation costs due to expanding and
pruning the full-sized backbone network. For example, DEN [17] and CPG [3] combines the model
pruning, weight selection, and model expansion methods, which gradually prune the task-shared
weights and then learn additional task-specific weights. The reason why these methods require
the additional pruning or searching step is that they grow the network with a redundant size. The
redundant growth not only introduces additional computation cost but also interferes with the learning
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Figure 1: The workflow of a) the conventional structure-based method [17, 3] starts from a full-sized
model, and then needs to gradually prune-and-grow for each task; b) our proposed CL-LSG method
starts from a small seed model and grows dynamically and sparsely for each task.

performance, calling for a more elegant growing method to achieve efficient CL. Thus inspired, we
advocate to learn a compact and sparse structure for a task in an opposite way by sparsely growing
from a small seed network, instead of training and reducing from a large full-sized network.

To achieve this goal, we first develop a learnable sparse growth (LSG) memory mechanism for
efficient model expansion, building on which a novel end-to-end structure-based continual learning
framework, CL-LSG, is devised to dynamically and sparsely grow the model. Specifically, different
from all previous structure-based CL methods that prune a full-sized network, CL-LSG starts from
a compact seed network with a much smaller size as shown in Figure 1. As the model weights for
old tasks are fixed, we can memorize the required function mappings in a compact model without
affecting their accuracy, therefore addressing the catastrophic forgetting issue. By growing from
a small network and sparsely expanding the model, the computation cost is significantly reduced,
while the learning performance is guaranteed by introducing more degree of freedom for optimization
via the expanded network through LSG method. We validate CL-LSG against multiple SOTA
methods, which shows 0.71%, 1.0% and 1.2% accuracy improvement on CIFAR-100 Split, CIFAR-
100 Superclass and MiniImageNet Split benchmarks, respectively, with the same or even smaller
growing model size.

2 Related Work
Continual Learning via Structure-based Method. Structure-based approaches [11, 8, 2,
10, 3, 17, 7, 13] adapt the network architecture with a sequence of tasks. As continually
growing the architecture retains the model redundancy, some approaches, e.g., DEN [17] per-
forms model compression before expansion to obtain a more compact model. Newly added
weights and old weights are both adapted for the new task with sparse constraints. CPG
[3] combines the model pruning, weight selection and model expansion methods, which
gradually prunes the task-shared weights and then learns additional task-specific weights.

Table 1: Grow metrics for different methods
Grow metrics Works

Target accuracy/loss DEN[17],CPG[3], Lifelong tickets[1]

Grow by default PNN[11], DAN[10], APD[16],
SpaceNet[12], DER[14]

In the structure-based methods, when to
grow or if it is necessary to grow for each
task is an open question. There are mainly
two kinds of grow metrics adopted nowa-
days in the literature as illustrated in Tab.1:
1) target accuracy/threshold: the current
model will grow if the accuracy cannot reach the target accuracy which is obtained by training the
full size model from scratch; 2) grow by default: the model will grow directly for each task by default.
In this work, we adapt the target accuracy grow metric in the experiments following [17, 3, 1].

Model Growth. Recently, [18] proposes a method to dynamically grow networks for single task by
continually re-configuring their architecture during training, which aims to reduce the computational
cost. Such a re-configuring process is achieved by learning a channel-wise mask, namely grown-
mask, mg = {mg

n}Nn=1 for a N -layer convolutional neural network, where each binary element
mg

i,n ∈ {0, 1} is associated with a channel i, to enable training-time pruning (mg
i,n = 1 → 0) and

growing (mg
i,n = 0 → 1) dynamics. The learnable mask variable can be jointly optimized with

weights w using data (x,y), which is formulated as follows:

L(w,mg;x) = L(f({w ⊙mg};x),y) + λ||mg||0 (1)

where w ⊙ mg is a general expression of growing channels and L denotes a loss function (e.g.,
cross-entropy loss for classification). The l0 term encourages the sparsity of the grown-mask mg so
as to limit the grow strength, and λ is a coefficient scaling factor.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Proposed Learnable Sparse Growth (LSG) with Attentive Sparse Mask
As alluded to earlier, such two-stage (i.e., grow-then-prune) conventional structure-based approaches
clearly incurs additional computation cost. In this work, we propose a novel approach, namely
learnable sparse growth, to enable efficient and sparse model growth for learning a new task.

Figure 2: Learnable sparse growth
(LSG) with attentive-mask, ma

To address these important issues, we propose a novel learnable
sparse grow method, through introducing a learnable kernel-
wise mask ma to selectively pick the kernels among all grown
channels, named as attentive-mask. As shown in Figure 2, the
kernel-wise mask ma introduces sparsity in the grown weights,
which can be jointly optimized as:

L(w,mg,ma;x)

=L(f({w ⊙mg ⊙ma};x),y) + λ||mg||0 (2)

where w is the full size model. Intuitively, minimizing Equa-
tion (2) explicitly optimizes the model growth in a way that
only important and necessary channels for learning the current
task will be added to the backbone network. Compared with
prior growth method [18], which works for single task learning, our contribution lies in being the first
to propose an efficient continual learning framework with learnable sparse growth as the network
growing technique. By doing so, our LSG brings multiple benefits in CL setting, including: 1) it
mitigates the unstable training on relatively smaller CL new task dataset; 2) it reduces the overfitting
issue and achieves better accuracy with the same model size; 3) the sparse weights from attentive
mask for current task can be further re-trained for the next task without interfering previous tasks.
The detailed explanation of the proposed LSG is relegated to the appendix-A.1.

3.2 Proposed Framework of Continual Learning via Learnable Sparse Growth (CL-LSG)

Figure 3: CL-LSG framework.

Clearly, our LSG method can work indepen-
dently and serve as a general remedy for expand-
ing the network model in a systematic way. Tak-
ing advantage of our LSG, we next propose an
end-to-end structure-based continual learning
framework, CL-LSG, with sequentially grow-
ing from a small seed network as shown in Fig-
ure 3. Next, we present our framework in the
sequential-task manner.

Learning Task 1: Given the first task, we start from a basic seed network and then gradually grow it
by using the proposed learnable sparse growth method in Equation (2). After training, the current
model will serve as the backbone model for the next new task.

Learning Tasks 2, ..., N: Assume that in task t, the model that can handle task 1 to t− 1 has been
constructed. We follow a two-stage strategy to learn the model for task t:

stage-1: Pick and reuse. Before deciding to grow the model, we want to fully utilize the current
model learned from previous tasks through utilizing two techniques: i) Selective masking: we apply
a learnable soft kernel-wise mask to the preserved model, so as to select/filter the important weights
from previous tasks for current task. ii) Re-training the released weights: benefiting from the
sparsity generated from our LSG method, the preserved model contains sparse weights that can be
re-trained for current task without interfering previous tasks. The detailed explanation of the two
techniques is relegated to the appendix.

stage-2: Grow - LSG. After stage-1 training, if the current accuracy is lower than the target accuracy,
we will adapt the proposed learnable sparse growth method to integrate more but only necessary
features to the current model. Note that, we follow the same target accuracy setup from training full
size model as prior works [17, 3, 1], which is also discussed in Table 1.

4 Experiments
We evaluate our CL-LSG on CIFAR-100 Split 10 tasks, CIFAR-100 Superclass 20 tasks and Mini-
ImageNet Split 10 tasks. The detailed experimental setting, compared methods and training hyper-
parameters are relegated to appendix-A.4.
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Table 2: Accuracy on CIFAR-100 Superclass 20 tasks
Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Avg Model Size

Scratch 65.8 78.4 76.6 82.4 82.2 84.6 78.6 84.8 83.4 89.4 87.8 80.2 84.4 80.2 52.0 69.4 66.4 70.0 87.2 91.2 78.8 20x

Fine-tune 65.2 76.1 76.1 77.8 85.4 82.5 79.4 82.4 82.0 87.4 87.4 81.5 84.6 80.8 52.0 72.1 68.1 71.9 88.1 91.5 78.6 20x

Grow 67.0 73.8 74.4 75.2 81.4 81.2 78.8 80.4 80.6 85.4 85.8 80.4 81.2 80.6 50.8 68.8 66.4 68.2 84.2 88.4 76.5 1.5x

DEN 66.4 78.0 77.4 78.8 81.6 81.8 76.0 80.4 79.8 85.0 85.2 78.8 83.2 81.6 50.4 71.2 66.8 79.4 85.0 90.2 77.4 2.1x

CPG 67.0 79.6 77.2 82.0 86.8 87.2 82.4 85.6 86.4 89.6 90.0 84.0 87.2 84.8 55.4 73.8 72.0 71.6 89.6 92.8 81.2 1.5x

Ours 67.2 76.8 79.6 81.8 87.4 86.8 84.2 83.8 87.8 89.4 91.0 84.6 87.2 85.0 55.4 73.6 71.2 73.8 89.2 94.6 82.2 1.5x

Table 3: Model size on CIFAR-100 Superclass 20 tasks
Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Model Size

Scratch 1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 10x 11x 12x 13x 14x 15x 16x 17x 18x 19x 20x 20x

Fine-tune 1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 10x 11x 12x 13x 14x 15x 16x 17x 18x 19x 20x 20x

Grow 0.3x 0.4x 0.48x 0.56x 0.65x 0.75x 0.75x 0.83x 0.94x 0.94x 1.12x 1.18x 1.24x 1.24x 1.30x 1.30x 1.38x 1.44x 1.44x 1.5x 1.5x

DEN 1.0x 1.06x 1.13x 1.13x 1.19x 1.25x 1.32x 1.32x 1.40x 1.46x 1.46x 1.55x 1.61x 1.61x 1.61x 1.70x 1.82x 1.90x 2.02x 2.1x 2.1x

CPG 1.0x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x

Ours 0.3x 0.4x 0.48x 0.56x 0.65x 0.75x 0.75x 0.83x 0.94x 0.94x 1.12x 1.18x 1.24x 1.24x 1.30x 1.30x 1.38x 1.44x 1.44x 1.5x 1.5x

4.1 Quantitative Evaluation
Accuracy comparison. The specific accuracy of each task and final average accuracy are illustrated in
Table 2 for CIFAR-100 Sup dataset. The accuracy of training from scratch for each task individually
serves as the target accuracy for our method. In practice, if the accuracy for current task after growing
still cannot reach the target accuracy, it will directly move to next task. As shown in Table 2, compared
with Grow Only methods - PNN and Grow, our method could significantly improve the accuracy for
each task, with an even smaller model size. In addition, compared with Grow-and-prune methods -
DEN and CPG which require one order more training time, our method achieves better results than
DEN on all tasks and CPG on most of tasks. Similar phenomenon can be observed with CIFAR-100
Split and MiniImageNet results as shown in Table 4 and Table 6 in the Appendix. To summarize,
our method consistently show clear accuracy gain against SOTA results on three benchmarks with
the same or even less model size. Compared with CPG, our method could achieve 0.71%, 1.0% and
1.2% accuracy improvement on CIFAR-100 Split, CIFAR-100 Superclass and MiniImageNet Split.
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Figure 4: training time and average ac-
curacy comparison between methods

Model size and training time comparison. Table 3 sum-
marize the model size for each task on CIFAR-100 Super-
class. The similar table for CIFAR-100 Split and Mini-
Imagnet split are reported in the appendix. Our method
could guarantee the smallest model size for each task dur-
ing training. Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that
CL-LSG could achieve good accuracy without growing in
certain tasks. For example, CL-LSG does not need to grow
the model on 7th, 10th, 14th, 16th and 19th tasks. Such
phenomenon reveals that the current model trained from
previous tasks has strong generality to the current task.
Moreover, we measure the training time of each method on CIFAR-100 Sup dataset as reported in
Figure 4. Note that, the training time represents the whole time of training all tasks. Compared to the
CPG and DEN, CL-LSG achieves ∼ 1.4× and ∼ 3.5× speedup with higher accuracy.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose CL-LSG, a novel end-to-end continual learning framework to dynamically
and sparsely grow a model. Furthermore, to efficiently and appropriately expand network structure
for new task, we develop a learnable sparse growth method eliminating the additional pruning step in
previous structure-based CL method. We conduct extensive experiments to corroborate the superiority
of CL-LSG over current structure-based approaches in multiple CL benchmarks, and characterize the
relationship between growth ratio and accuracy for each task.
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A Appendix

A.1 Understanding Learnable Sparse Growth with Attentive Sparse Mask
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Figure 5: Training curve of learnable growth [18] (green) v.s. our learnable sparse growth (blue) on
one sample task of CIFAR-100 Superclass benchmark using VGG16-BN model. Left: test accuracy
curve; Middle: test loss curve; Right: grow ratio curve.

To better understand the advantage of introducing the attentive-mask ma for enabling learnable
sparse growth, we further analyze the learning performance of Equation (2) from the viewpoint of
optimization, which is summarized in the following Proposition A.1.
Proposition A.1. Denote L(w∗

1 , (m
g)∗1, (m

a)∗1) = minw,mg,ma L(w,mg,ma;x) and
L(w∗

2 , (m
g)∗2) = minw,mg L(w,mg;x). It can be shown that

L(w∗
1 , (m

g)∗1, (m
a)∗1) ≤ L(w∗

2 , (m
g)∗2).

Remarks. Proposition A.1 indicates that the proposed LSG method can always achieve lower loss
values compared to the traditional learnable growth. This performance improvement can be further
interpreted from the following perspective: The conventional learnable growth in Equation (1) is
mathematically equivalent to the following reformulation by multiplying an identity tensor ⊮:

L(w,mg;x) = L(f({w ⊙mg ⊙ ⊮};x),y) + λ||mg||0. (3)

That is to say, Equation (1) implicitly puts a constraint on ma that ma = ⊮, whereas in Equation (2)
the attentive-mask ma can be optimized over a larger space with more degree of freedom. Thus,
to summarize, compared with prior growth method [18], which works for single task learning, our
contribution lies in being the first to propose an efficient continual learning framework with learnable
sparse growth as the network growing technique. Moreover, as explained in above technical details,
our LSG method mainly incorporates a new attentive sparse mask that has never been used in earlier
works, and brings multiple benefits in CL setting, including: 1) it mitigates the unstable training on
relatively smaller CL new task dataset; 2) it reduces the overfitting issue and achieves better accuracy
with the same model size; 3) the sparse weights from attentive mask for current task can be further
re-trained for the next task without interfering previous tasks.

A.2 Selective Masking on Previous Tasks

To mitigate catastrophic forgetting and utilize the useful information from previous tasks, we first
freeze the model weights, and only learn a binary mask to select the important weights for current
task. Inspired by [15], we apply a learnable kernel-wise mask in our CL-LSG framework, named as
selective-mask ms, to maximize the utilization of the preserved weights learned from previous tasks,
formulated as:

Lt(wt;xt) = Lt(f({wt−1 ⊙ms
t};xt),yt) (4)

where wt−1 denotes the preserved weights for task t− 1 including all the weight from task 1 to t− 1.
The conventional way [9] of generating the binary trainable mask is to train a learnable real-valued
mask (mr) followed by a hard threshold function (e.g., sign function) to binarize it. Different from
that, in this work, we adopt a method to better estimate the gradient by using Gumbel-Sigmoid trick.
First, we relax the hard threshold function to a continual sigmoid function σ(mr). Then, to learn the
binary mask, we leverage the Gumbel-Sigmoid trick, inspired by Gumbel-Softmax [4] that performs
a differential sampling to approximate a categorical random variable. Since sigmoid can be viewed
as a special two-class case of softmax, we define p(·) using the Gumbel-Sigmoid trick as:

p(mr) =
exp((logπ0 + g0)/T )

exp((logπ0 + g0)/T ) + exp((g1)/T )
, (5)

where π0 represents σ(mr), g0 and g1 are sampled from Gumbel distribution. The temperature
T is a hyper-parameter to adjust the range of input values, where choosing a larger value could
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avoid gradient vanishing during back-propagation. Note that the output of p(mr) becomes closer
to a Bernoulli sample as T is closer to 0. To represent p(mr) as binary format mb, we use a hard
threshold (i.e., 0.5) during forward-propagation of training.

A.3 Re-train the Released Weights

As a byproduct of the proposed LSG method, the preserved model contains unused weights (i.e.,
attentive-mask as zero) that could be further re-trained for the current task without any impact on
previous tasks. Specifically, let wt−2 denotes the preserved weights for task t− 2 including all the
weight from task 1 to t− 2 and wt−2:t−1 denote the grown weights for task t− 1. As we adapt a
new kernel-wise attentive-mask ma

t−1 for the grown weights, wt−2:t−1 ⊙ma
t−1 is utilized by task

t− 1, while the rest wt−2:t−1 ⊙ (⊮−ma
t ) can be released to learn the current task t, where ⊮ is an

identity tensor.

In addition, it is worthy to note that these two techniques, selective masking and re-train the released
weights, work independently on different parts of the weights, and hence can be jointly optimized in
a single training process. The loss function can be formulated as:

Lt(wt;xt) = Lt(f({wt−2,wt−2:t−1 ⊙ (⊮−ma
t−1)};xt),yt). (6)

As shown in Figure 3, after ‘Pick and reuse’ stage through selective masking and re-training the re-
leased weight, if the current accuracy requirement is met, the network does not need grow. Otherwise,
it will grow the current model wt−1 using the proposed learnable sparse growth method to expand the
task-specific features. Specifically, we fix wt−1 and learn the grown-mask mg

t and attentive-mask
ma

t for current task t by following Equation (2). Meanwhile, for the preserved weights, we also
adopt the selective masking to re-train the selective-mask and the released weights at the same time.

A.4 Experimental Settings.

We evaluate our CL-LSG on multiple datasets against state-of-the-art continual learning methods.
1) CIFAR-100 Split. CIFAR-100 [6] consists of images from 100 generic object classes. We split
the classes into 10 group, and consider 10-way multi-class classification in each group as a single
task. We use training/validation/test splits of 4000/1000/1000 samples. We use a modified version of
LeNet-5 with 20-50-800-500 neurons as the base model and train 20 epochs for each task sequentially.
2) CIFAR-100 Superclass. We divide the CIFAR-100 dataset into 20 tasks. Each task has 5 classes,
2500 training images, and 500 testing images. In the experiment, VGG16-BN model (VGG16 with
batch normalization layers) is employed to train the 20 tasks sequentially. 3) MiniImageNet Split.
We divide the MiniImageNet dataset into 20 tasks. Each task has 5 classes, 2375 training images and
500 testing images. We use ResNet18 to train the 20 tasks sequentially.

A.4.1 Comparison with Competing Methods.

To test the efficacy of our method, we compare it with several representative methods using the same
task sequence in three categories: 1) Baselines: We adapt two regular training schemes as follows and
select the best accuracy as the target for our method. (i) scratch: we train the model from scratch for
each task individually using the dataset of current task; (ii) fine-tune: we train the model from scratch
for the first task only and then fine-tune it for the rest tasks individually. 2) Grow only: This method
only grows the model for each task without affecting the pre-trained backbone part during training.
We compare with two representative works, PNN [8] which linearly grows the model for each task,
and Grow [18] which grows the model by learnable mask as mentioned earlier. 3) Grow-and-prune:
This method gradually grows and prunes the backbone model for each new task. We choose two
representative works for comparison, DEN [17] and CPG [3]. In addition, we also compare with
APD [16], which grows the parameter size through involving the task-specific parameters with L1
norm constrain.

A.4.2 Detailed training hyper-parameters

In all experiments, the initial seed network is set to be 1/8 of the full size network, by selecting 1/8
of the channels uniformly for each layer. The experiments are conducted similar training settings
as CPG [3]. Specifically, for CIFAR-100, we use the SGD optimizer for weight parameters with
0.01 initial learning rate, and Adam optimizer for the learnable mask with 5e-4 initial learning rate.
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We run each task on 50 epochs with batchsize 32. The hyper-parameter λ is set to 1e-4 for all the
experiments. We conduct the all the experiments by using a single Nvidia RTX 5000 GPU. For a
fair comparison, all the methods are trained on the single NVIDIA Quadro RTX 5000 GPU with the
same batch size (i.e, 32).

A.5 Results on CIFAR-100 Split 10 tasks

Table 4: Accuracy on CIFAR-100 Split 10 tasks
Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avg Model Size

Scratch 62.4 57.0 67.8 64.4 67.8 67.2 68.6 67.6 61.4 69.6 63.75 10x

PNN 58.2 45.6 59.4 46.8 53.2 58.0 61.2 60.4 53.8 62.4 55.90 1.7x

Grow 56.4 45.4 56.6 47.8 53.2 55.6 61.8 57.4 53.2 59.8 54.72 1.3x

DEN 61.3 49.8 60.2 49.4 54.5 57.1 64.3 62.7 55.1 66.5 58.09 1.8x

CPG 59.4 55.2 64.8 57.4 59.6 59.4 66.2 62.8 57.6 65.4 60.12 1.3x

APD 55.1 52.5 62.3 56.7 61.4 58.2 63.4 63.1 54.8 64.2 57.54 1.3x

Ours 57.6 53.4 65.2 58.8 60.4 60.6 65.4 62.2 58.0 66.4 60.83 1.2x

Table 5: Model size on CIFAR-100 Split 10 tasks
Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Scratch 1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 10x

PNN 1x 1.08x 1.16x 1.24x 1.32x 1.40x 1.48x 1.54x 1.62x 1.7x

Grow 0.5x 0.64x 0.78x 0.86x 0.92x 0.99x 1.06x 1.16x 1.24 1.3x

DEN 1.0x 1.2x 1.46x 1.46x 1.64x 1.64x 1.8x 1.8x 1.8x 1.8x

CPG 1.0x 1.3x 1.3x 1.3x 1.3x 1.3x 1.3x 1.3x 1.3x 1.3x

APD 1.0x 1.05x 1.10x 1.13x 1.16x 1.19x 1.23x 1.26x 1.28x 1.3x

Ours 0.5x 0.64x 0.78x 0.78x 0.84x 0.90x 0.90x 1.10x 1.15x 1.2x

A.6 Results on miniImageNet dataset

Table 6: Accuracy on miniImageNet split 20 tasks

Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Avg Model Size

Scratch 66.0 69.2 65.4 63.2 70.6 73.0 67.0 64.6 65.8 64.4 66.2 68.2 63.2 70.0 66.2 69.6 70.2 66.8 68.6 65.2 67.5 20x

Grow 63.8 61.8 60.0 57.4 63.6 65.2 57.0 56.4 58.4 56.0 57.4 60.6 53.8 65.4 61.8 62.8 58.4 59.4 64.0 55.8 60.1 1.5x

DEN 65.4 65.0 64.6 60.0 64.8 68.6 62.4 59.8 59.4 60.2 59.4 64.6 55.8 63.8 63.4 60.4 65.2 59.6 65.8 59.2 62.5 1.9x

CPG 64.6 68.6 64.2 60.4 65.0 69.2 63.8 62.6 62.2 63.4 66.0 65.2 59.8 67.0 63.2 65.8 61.6 64.0 67.4 60.4 64.2 1.5x

Ours 65.8 68.2 65.4 61.6 68.8 71.2 63.8 63.6 64.2 62.8 66.4 66.2 60.6 66.0 65.2 66.8 63.2 65.6 65.8 63.4 65.4 1.5x

Table 7: Model size on miniImageNet split 20 tasks

Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Model Size

Scratch 1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 10x 11x 12x 13x 14x 15x 16x 17x 18x 19x 20x 20x

Grow only 0.35x 0.44x 0.52x 0.60x 0.65x 0.65x 0.73x 0.80x 0.88x 0.95x 1.14x 1.14x 1.22x 1.28x 1.28x 1.34x 1.40x 1.40x 1.45x 1.5x 1.5x

DEN 1.0x 1.05x 1.11x 1.16x 1.16x 1.23x 1.39x 1.39x 1.45x 1.45x 1.50x 1.55x 1.59x 1.59x 1.64x 1.64x 1.70x 1.76x 1.82 1.9x 1.9x

CPG 1.0x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x

Ours 0.35x 0.44x 0.52x 0.60x 0.65x 0.65x 0.73x 0.80x 0.88x 0.95x 1.14x 1.14x 1.22x 1.28x 1.28x 1.34x 1.40x 1.40x 1.45x 1.5x 1.5x

A.7 CL-LSG Algorithm

A.8 Ablation Study and Analysis

Table 8: Ablation study on CIFAR-100 Superclass 20 tasks
Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Avg.
Grow only 67.0 73.8 74.4 75.2 81.4 81.2 78.8 80.4 80.6 85.4 85.8 80.4 81.2 80.6 50.8 68.8 66.4 68.2 84.2 88.4 76.5
+Sel-mask +0.0 +2.0 +3.4 +4.0 +3.4 +4.2 +3.6 +2.0 +3.8 +3.0 +3.8 +3.0 +3.6 +3.4 +2.8 +4.0 +3.2 +3.8 +3.0 +3.6 +3.7
+LSG +0.2 +0.6 +1.0 +1.8 +1.4 +0.8 +1.2 +0.6 +2.2 +0.6 +1.0 +0.6 +2.0 +0.4 +1.4 +0.6 +0.6 +1.0 +1.4 +1.6 +1.3
+Re-train +0 +0.4 +0.8 +0.4 +0.4 +0.6 +0.6 +0.8 +1.0 +0.4 +0.8 +0.6 +0.4 +1.2 +0.4 +0.2 +1.0 +0.8 +0.6 +1.0 +0.7

Ours 67.2 76.8 79.6 81.8 86.8 86.8 84.2 83.8 87.8 89.4 91.0 84.6 87.2 85.0 55.4 73.6 71.2 73.8 89.2 94.6 82.2

The Effect of each technique in CL-LSG. We study the effectiveness of each technique in CL-LSG
on CIFAR-100 Superclass setting. As shown in Table 8, we consider four different combinations to
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Algorithm 1 CL-LSG
Input: Given a pre-defined model with initialized weights w, grown-mask mg , kernel-wise attentive-

mask ma, selective-mask ms

if task t == 1 then
Set a target accuracy for task 1
Apply the attentive-mask ma

1 and grown-mask mg
1 to sparse grow the current model

else
for task t = 2 ... T do

Set a target accuracy for task t
Apply the selective-mask ms

t for fixed wt−1, and retrain the released weights wt−1

if Current accuracy < Target accuracy then
Apply the attentive-mask ma

t and grown-mask mg
t to sparse grow the model wt−1 to

obtain wt
else

Set current model as wt

end
end

end

perform this ablation study. 1) Grow only: only grow the model for each task by learnable mask [18],
without any updating on the pre-trained part; 2) Sel-mask: adapt the selective masking technique
on top of the grow only; 3) LSG: replace the grow only with our proposed learnable sparse growth;
4) Re-train: further add the re-training of the released sparse weights technique to show the final
version. First, it can be seen that the selective-masking method largely improves the accuracy for
each task, which shows that simply masking unimportant weights could achieve high adaption ability.
Second, our proposed LSG method can not only improve the accuracy, but also reduce the model size
by involving kernel-wise sparsity. Last, benefiting from LSG which masks the room to re-train the
released sparse weights, it could further improve 0.7% accuracy on average for all tasks.

A.9 Proof of Proposition 1

The conventional learnable growth as shown in Equation (1) is equal to multiply an identity tensor:
L(w,mg,ma = ⊮;x)

=Lt(f({w ⊙mg ⊙ ⊮};x),y) + λ||mg||0.
For ease of exposition, let w̃ = (w,mg). Denote

(w̃∗
1 , (m

a)∗1) = argminL(w̃,ma);

w̃∗
2 = argminL(w̃,ma = ⊮).

Then, it follows that
L(w̃∗

1 , (m
a)∗1)

≤min{L(w̃,ma|ma = ⊮),L(w̃,ma|ma ̸= ⊮)}
for any w̃,ma.

For w̃ = w̃∗
2 ,

• if there does not exist any ma ̸= ⊮, such that L(w̃∗
2 ,m

a|ma ̸= ⊮) ≤ L(w̃∗
2 ,m

a|ma =
⊮), then

L(w̃∗
1 , (m

a)∗1)

≤min{L(w̃,ma|ma = ⊮),L(w̃,ma|ma ̸= ⊮)}
≤min{L(w̃∗

2 ,m
a|ma = ⊮),L(w̃∗

2 ,m
a|ma ̸= ⊮)}

=L(w̃∗
2 ,m

a = ⊮);
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• if there exists some ma
2 ̸= ⊮, such that L(w̃∗

2 ,m
a
2) ≤ L(w̃∗

2 ,m
a = ⊮), then

L(w̃∗
1 , (m

a)∗1)

≤min{L(w̃,ma|ma = ⊮),L(w̃,ma|ma ̸= ⊮)}
≤min{L(w̃∗

2 ,m
a = ⊮),L(w̃∗

2 ,m
a
2}

=L(w̃∗
2 ,m

a
2)

≤L(w̃∗
2 ,m

a = ⊮).

Therefore, we can conclude that L(w̃∗
1 , (m

a)∗1) ≤ L(w̃∗
2 ,m

a = ⊮).
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